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By Danielle Steel

Random House US Sep 2017, 2017. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER - Incomparable storyteller Danielle Steel illuminates rarely glimpsed precincts of
unimaginable wealth and power, where love and freedom are the most dangerous desires of all.
Natasha Leonova's beauty saved her life. Discovered starving on a freezing Moscow street by a
Russian billionaire, she has lived for seven years under his protection, immersed in rarefied luxury,
while he pursues his activities in a dark world that she guesses at but never sees. Her home is the
world, often on one of Vladimir Stanislas's spectacular yachts manned by scores of heavily armed
crew members. Natasha's job is to keep Vladimir happy, ask no questions, and be discreet. She
knows her place, and the rules. She feels fortunate to be spoiled and protected, and is careful not to
dwell on Vladimir's ruthlessness or the deadly circles he moves in. She experiences only his
kindness and generosity and believes he will always keep her safe. She is unfailingly loyal to him in
exchange. Theo Luca is the son of a brilliant, world famous, and difficult artist, Lorenzo Luca, who
left his wife and son with a fortune in...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS

This kind of book is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Hettinger-- Justus Hettinger
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